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Presidential Campaigns grooving to New Media

 By Sumaiya Rizvi 

If you have began to notice the increased fan pages and groups endorsing the presidential candidates on facebook, you
belong to the 1.6 million Sri Lankans worldwide that use the social networking form of new media. It goes beyond the
basic use of facebook as the mere form of staying connected compared to that of using this medium as a source of
information in making your electoral decisions. It is a culture in the making and it is revolutionizing Sri Lankan politics in
an unconscious way. 

Publics growing hunger to information and their nature to get to the root source of information propels new media’s role
in politics. It is evident that the Public’s dependence on new media makes them less vulnerable to prejudices and gives
them the power of choice like no other medium. Of the varied new media options, social networking and sharing sites
could be considered the most widely used option of getting the message across. 

Therefore it was no surprise to see the Sri Lankan presidential candidates use new media to reach out to the growing
online population given that President Obama’s winning campaign was largely credited to his new media use. “Both
candidates are using new media on a significant scale for their campaigns. This is unprecedented in any election
campaign in Sri Lanka, leave aside a presidential election. The campaigns cover advertising and content placement on
domestic and international news media sites, YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, unsolicited emails and SMS, as well as
recorded voice calls delivered over mobiles” Senior Researcher at the Centre for Policy Alternatives (CPA) Sanjana
Hattotuwa stated.

Regardless of the extent of its appeal to the larger Sri Lankan population the campaign planners have realized its effects
on the audience that can make a decisive vote. New media or these sites associated with new media are likely to have a
larger impact on the youth population of this country that include the first time voters or swing voters that are always an
integral concern of the campaign planners is a point to take note of.  “Candidates are using it perhaps because of the
large number of first time voters, who are more savvy with mobile and web technologies such as social networking. They
are also using it to augment traditional media campaigns, though vital questions have been raised over the money spent
on these online campaigns and in particular the SMS campaign by those in power” Hattotuwa highlighted.

New media epitomizes a candidate’s ability to speak to an audience directly and is thus obvious that no candidate is
taking their race lightly. New media websites and applications encourage greater social networking where supporters or
campaign planners can initiate support groups favourable for their candidate and create an online fan base, it can also
go against them since anyone and everyone has free hand in creating an account or hate group. 

On facebook candidate accounts have information on their speeches, photos, videos, discussion forums, status updates
and RSS feeds at the disposal of the audience. Although the concerned parties make an effort at disseminating
information that they are interested in reaching you. But at least you get to have the choice to look through the
information at your will and air your opinions and views likewise. One breezing through these web pages will notice the
heated arguments for and against the candidate in question and the administrator or the account holders comment on
views at the same time it is interesting to see the number of fans of the candidates.

‘Youtube’ is the widely and freely used video sharing online
portal. It is the place to be if you need to search for a video. It
is undeniably the most famous website to search, upload or
download videos universally. Mahinda Rajapaksa’s online
campaign as well as Sarath Fonseka's have made a number
of YouTube videos, where the average attention span of
viewers according to several studies is just shy of three
minutes” Senior Researcher at the CPA Hattotuwa observed
delivering a lecture on the use of new media at the
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delivering a lecture on the use of new media at the
forthcoming presidential elections.

On the other hand Fonseka’s camp is a step ahead since they
broadcast Fonseka’s speeches live on unpkandy.com.

It takes at over 600 years of continuous viewing to see every video uploaded onto ‘Youtube’. Well over 200 million
videos are watched daily, and around a year ago, 13 hours of content was uploaded to the site every single minute. It
bound to be exponentially greater today", Hattotuwa explained. Users commonly use it to watch films, promote their
videos, speak to the world or get famous amongst the many purposes. Picking up on its discovered potential our
presidential campaign planners are cashing in on promoting their desired videos, although at the other end an individual
can use it to abuse a candidate. TV advertisements are paid millions to be aired but whereas on youtube these adverts
can be aired free of charge.

Mahinda Rajapaksa’s official account by his name with his signature outfit and smile has information in both language
and is quick on its updates has 43,451 fans when compared to the Sarath Fonseka’s official account pictured him in civil
clothes and was comparatively less organized had 56,407 fans at the time this copy was going to press.  

On the other hand ‘twitter’ another social networking site helps keep in check the status’s of persons of interest, updating
you on their moods and whereabouts and anything they choose to share with you. "There are slight variations in the
emphasis on new media by the campaign of the two leading contenders. Whereas the President's reelection campaign
uses Twitter, Sarath Fonseka's campaign does not. Sarath Fonseka's official website links to his Wikipedia profile,
whereas the President's site does not." Hattotuwa recalled. Free encyclopedias like Wikipedia, is a new media tool on
the expanding information highway. 

For the millions of non twitters out there this is essentially a website dedicated to status updates. For an example you
can type in a maximum of 140 characters to tell people who are following you about yourself or just about anything
under the sun. The twist in the presidential candidate is that they use it to give updates on their election campaign trail,
on their days plan, rallies held when and where unlike the individuals using it to share their intimate feelings, problems,
comments for their friends and followers or celebrities that promote their movies, blogs, views. These presidential
candidate twitter updates are far less personal. 

Peering into the accounts one finds the Rajapaksa Flicker account to be better organised, with clearly marked categories
making it easier for voters to navigate content. On the other hand Fonseka’s photos on Flickr are bunched up in one
group. The strategy on Flicker by the President's campaign is to showcase the incumbent's experience in office, plus his
exposure to peoples around the country and the international community. The photos on Sarath Fonseka's Flickr
account primarily showcase appearances in political rallies after he announced his candidacy, Hattotuwa observed.

For those who have seen the side bars and have resisted becoming fans would be interested in knowing that the two
main presidential candidates Mahinda Rajapaksa and Sarath Fonseka are the only candidates streaming their official
information on to these new media tools. Although other candidates have their own website it does not entirely fall into
the new media category of uncensored two way communication highway, where a persons fear and care are his limits.

It is a growing culture where the public relies on the internet as their source of information in their decision making.
Internet is considered a mass of unfiltered information waiting to be found. It is hard to miss the faces of the presidential
candidates online or on the road. The 2010 presidential elections are creating an unprecedented buzz online that is
getting larger by the day.

 


